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The first corpus of non-experimental data annotated for 

appraisal



Presentation structure

1. Motivation

2. Corpus description

3. Experimental mapping between APPReddit and existing resources



1. Motivation



Many models of emotion

Categorical Dimensional Appraisal



What is appraisal?

The term appraisal refers to a spontaneous and effortless assessment of the 

environment against a set of features, named appraisal variables; this 

assessment creates an emotional episode.



Appraisal variables

Different appraisal theories result in different sets of appraisal variables. 

Examples of variables shared among theories: 

agency who is the responsible of an event?

certainty How much likely is the event to happen?

control Does the agent have control over the event?

motive consistency Is the event consistent with the agent’s goal?



Emotional episode

Event
Appraisal 
Evaluation

EmotionCoping



Which appraisal theory 
for APPReddit?

Roseman’s theory, which is a 
comprehensive model of 
appraisal, emotions, and coping

Roseman, Ira J (2013). Appraisal in the emotion
system: Coherence in strategies for coping.



Why annotating appraisal?

- It links emotions to events and situations

- It may explain behaviours as an outcome of emotional episodes



Issues

- Few corpora annotated for appraisal 

- Different theories of appraisal to choose from



Existing corpora

- ISEAR (Scherer and Wallbott, 1994) is the result of a psychological survey

- enISEAR (Hofman et al, 2020) is the first corpus specifically designed for NLP

Both include only experimental data and 
rely on different models of appraisal



Our research objectives

- Creating a corpus for appraisal on non-experimental data

- Mapping shared appraisal variables between different models

- Testing the compatibility with the existing corpus



2. Corpus description



Data Gathering

500 posts and their titles from a list of subreddits focused on emotional events 

(eg: MMFB, getting_over_it, Anger, DecidingToBeBetter)



Preprocessing

1. I used to babysit for my neighbors two children about 4 years ago.

2. TIL that one of them OD'd on pills Friday night and died two days later this Sunday. He was 16 

and I feel horrible.

3. I feel that somehow this is my fault, and that I didn't spend enough time playing with them, or 

playing the right games. If I were a better babysitter, I should have made some sort of lasting 

impression on these kids and this wouldn't have happened.

Posts were manually segmented in 1,091 events according to three criteria: 
- time;
- participants;
- diegesis.



Annotation scheme

Appraisal variable Question Values

Unexpectedness Was the event expected? 1-4

Certainty Was the event certain? 1-4

Consistency Was the event consistent? 1-4

Control Does the agent have control on the event? 1-4

Responsibility Who is responsible for the event? self, both, others



Inter-Annotator Agreement

Appraisal variable Krippendorff’s Alpha

Unexpectedness 0.36

Certainty 0.44

Consistency 0.48

Control 0.38

Responsibility 0.41



Disagreement resolution

1. The mean was computed for near values (eg: 1.5 if annotations were 1 and 2)
2. A third expert annotator solved disagreement between non-near values
3. Results were converted from scalar to categorical



Results

Appraisal variable % low values % high values % NA

Unexpectedness .43 .28 .29

Certainty .10 .79 .11

Consistency .53 .36 .11

Control .54 .35 .11

Responsibility .40 .50 .10



3. Experimental mapping



Mapping appraisal variables
APPReddit Appraisal variable enISEAR Appraisal variable

Unexpectedness Attention

Certainty Certainty

Consistency Pleasantness

Control Control

Responsibility Responsibility

Circumstance

Effort



Appraisal variables prediction between corpora

A binary classification task for each appraisal variable based on a SVM classifier 

with the following settings:

1. Internal consistency

2. Training set from one corpus, test set from the other

3. Training set from both corpora, two test sets 

(one from APPReddit, one from enISEAR)



Predicting appraisal in APPReddit (F1-score)

Training Test Certainty Consistency Control Responsibility

APPReddit APPReddit .832 .675 .688 .507

enISEAR APPReddit .844 .450 .318 .455

enISEAR + 
APPReddit

APPReddit .832 .646 .689 .510



Predicting appraisal in enISEAR (F1-score)

Training Test Certainty Consistency Control Responsibility

enISEAR enISEAR .684 .840 .616 .685

APPReddit enISEAR .651 .841 .551 .699

enISEAR + 
APPReddit

enISEAR .674 .871 .658 .712



Conclusion and Future work



1. A new corpus of 1,091 events gathered from Reddit 
was developed

2. The corpus was successfully mapped with an existing 
resource of experimental data. 

Conclusion



1. Multilayer annotation of coping and emotion families

2. Leveraging APPReddit for emotion classification

Future work



Thanks for your attention


